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CORE SUBJECTS AND 21CORE SUBJECTS AND 21 STST CENTURY THEMES CENTURY THEMES

Mastery of core subjects and 21st century themes is essential for all students in the 21st century. 
Core subjects include English, reading or language arts, world languages, arts, mathematics, 
economics, science, geography, history and government, and civics. In addition to these 
subjects, schools must move forward to include not only a focus on mastery of core subjects, 
but also an understanding of academic content at much higher levels by weaving 21st century 
interdisciplinary themes into core subjects.  

Global Awareness 
1. Use 21st century skills to understand and address global issues. 
2. Learn from and work collaboratively with individuals representing diverse cultures, religions, 
and lifestyles in a spirit of mutual respect and open dialogue in personal, work, and community 
contexts. 

Civic Literacy
1. Participate effectively in civic life through knowing how to stay informed and understanding 
governmental processes. 
2. Exercise the rights and obligations of citizenship at local, state, national, and global levels. 
3. Understand the local and global implications of civic decisions.

Work Creatively with Others 
1. Develop, implement, and communicate new ideas to others effectively. 
2. Be open and responsive to new and diverse perspectives; incorporate group input and 
feedback into the work. 
3. Demonstrate originality and inventiveness in work, and understand the real world limits to 
adopting new ideas. 
4. View failure as an opportunity to learn; understand that creativity and innovation is a long-
term, cyclical process of small successes and frequent mistakes. 
5. Implement innovations.
6. Act on creative ideas to make a tangible and useful contribution to the field in which the 
innovation will occur.
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OVERVIEWOVERVIEW

Everyone has a story. It’s our place to take a moment to listen. Once you 
listen, your eyes open. You can put yourself in someone else’s shoes and try to 
comprehend their experiences. You may be inspired, you may come away with 
more knowledge, or you may find a bit of yourself in someone else. 

Raising the Volume is a series of Black stories. Stories about Black entrepreneurs, 
judges, authors, artists, and leaders in our community. Stories that need to 
be heard. Led by the Gaillard Center’s Artists-in-Residence, Charlton Singleton 
and Marcus Amaker, Raising the Volume gives a platform to Black community 
members and opens us all up to honest discussion. 

As you introduce this series to your students, follow the bullet points below 
for discussion. Your students will find that they are challenged to think about 
uncomfortable things. Those conversations are what will help us change our 
world. In the words of Judge McFarland, “To break down racial barriers, start 
where you are.” Let’s start where we are and see what change we can bring to our 
community. 

For each lesson, split your class into small groups for discussion or discuss as a 
whole. Choose the model that is the most comfortable for your students so they 
feel free to discuss opinions openly.

Teachers, if you are interested in scheduling a cross-school discussion on 
Raising the Volume Episode XIII, please email Sterling deVries at sdevries@
gaillardcenter.org. Through cross-school Zoom calls, we can offer students from 
one school a different perspective on the video with students from a second 
school. We will schedule class-to-class meetings where whole groups can discuss 
various topics covered in Episode XIII.

mailto:sdevries%40gaillardcenter.org?subject=
mailto:sdevries%40gaillardcenter.org?subject=
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EPISODE XIIIEPISODE XIII

(CLICK THE IMAGE TO WATCH EPISODE XIII)

https://youtu.be/-Dvuy1RXu40
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LESSONSLESSONS

Regina Duggins is a poet, teacher, mentor, 
and leader in the Charleston community. 
Regina is a native New Yorker and states, 
“I did not realize how much freedom I 
had until I came to Charleston [from New 
York]. It’s like a time warp.” What is meant 
by this statement? How do Regina’s 
freedoms in New York differ here in 
Charleston? What freedoms is she 
referring to?

As the leader of Charleston Black Pride, 
Regina states, “I’m a strong leader. If I am 
going to stand and represent anything, I 
have to make sure I am actually doing it.”
Unpack this statement. Do you agree 
with Regina? If you are going to stand 
up for something you believe in, must 
you practice that same behavior?

Regina founded Charleston Black Pride. 
She states, “That’s where Charleston Black 
Pride originated […] me walking away 
from one organization [Charleston Pride] 
feeling like I was not representing the 
people that I stood for or spoke to.” Why 
was founding Charleston Black Pride 
important to Regina, who was not 
being represented?

At the closing of the interview, Regina 
states, “We are still defining African 
American.” Unpack this statement.

Regina Duggins states that with all of her 
involvement throughout the Lowcountry, 
“I am only fighting for those who felt 
that they did not have a voice.” Who 
are those without a voice? Who is she 
fighting for? Have you ever stood up 
for someone that could not stand up 
for themself?

Photo from Charleston Black Pride’s website.

https://www.charlestoncitypaper.com/story/an-interview-with-regina-duggins-founder-of-charleston-black-pride?oid=29353307
https://www.charlestonblackpride.org/
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ABOUT REGINA DUGGINSABOUT REGINA DUGGINS

As the youngest of 6 children, Regina Duggins hails from 
the Coney Island section of Brooklyn, NY. In 2010, Regina 
moved to Charleston, SC in search of an opportunity for 
change.  Born to Rosemary Duggins and the late Sampson 
Haynes Sr. (murdered when Regina was age 3); her parents 
hail from St. George, SC. On April 30, 1977, Regina was born. 
Regina began her love and passion for helping youth at the 
age of 12 due to being a two-time survivor of childhood 
sexual abuse. While attending her NYC Public school Regina 
started in her living room; her first Hip Hop & Reggae dance 
group called “New York Styles” which throughout her teen 
years was her most prized possession. Regina graduated 
6 months early from high school in her senior year. Regina 

then went onto receiving her undergraduate degree - An associate’s in Child Studies and 
a dual Bachelor’s Degree in Program Administration/Early Childhood Education from 
Cazenovia College in NY. Her Masters of Science Degree in Special Education and a Doctoral 
Degree in Program Administration with an emphasis in K-12 learning. Currently, Regina is 
a CCSD Reading Interventionist employee working closely with the Special Education Dept 
of Military Magnet Academy. Regina is also a District 20 Constituent School Board member. 
She is also the founder of a girl’s mentoring program called “Black Magic Girls” as well as the 
founder of Charleston Black Pride (LGBTQ organization for people of color), former League 
of Women’s Education Director, Graduate of Charleston Rise Cohort 2 parent advocacy 
group, self-published author/poet of two poetry books entitled “Black Magic” & “Black 
Coffee; No Sugar, No Cream!” and a fiction book entitled, “New York Styles, What Time Is It?” 
Regina has performed in several local events including plays and poetry readings for the 
MOJA arts festival. Regina is the 2019 award recipient of the Spotlight awards for servant 
leader in honor of the Emanuel 9 “Ethel Lance Award.” As well as the 2019 ACHI magazine 
award winner for “Volunteer of the Year.” The winner of the 2020 Harvey-Whitlock-Benett 
Women’s History Month Missionary Service award. Regina is the loving mother/aunt of 
5 of her nieces & nephews: Regina Jr., Sampson, Daquin, Latavia, & Lyasia as well as the 
grandmother of her precious princess “Joy.” Regina’s favorite quote amongst several is “I 
was sick and tired of being sick and tired!” by Fannie Lou Hamer as well as the belief that 
she is “the voice of those who feel voiceless.”
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ABOUT MARCUS AMAKERABOUT MARCUS AMAKER

Marcus Amaker was named Charleston, 
SC’s first Poet Laureate in 2016. He’s also 
an award-winning graphic designer, an 
accomplished electronic musician, the 
creator of a poetry festival, and a mentor to 
hundreds of students. His poetry has been 
featured by PBS Newshour, SC Public Radio, 
Huffington Post, A&E Network, Charleston 
Magazine, and more. In 2019, he won a 
Governor’s Arts award. His poetry has been 
studied in classrooms across the country 
and has been interpreted for ballet, jazz, 
modern dance, opera and theater. Marcus 
has recorded three albums with Grammy 
Award-winning drummer and producer, 
Quentin E. Baxter. His latest book is The Birth 
of All Things (Free Verse Press).
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SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERSSPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

CITATIONSCITATIONS

• https://www.charlestoncitypaper.com/story/an-interview-with-regina-duggins-founder-of-charleston-black-
pride?oid=29353307
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